Look, Look!

By Peter Linenthal
Genre: Basic Concepts

Release Date: 1998-09-01

Look, Look! by Peter Linenthal is Basic Concepts Look, look! Children run, fish swim, stars shine . . . all for baby's eyes to see. This sturdy board book, full of high-contrast black-and-white cut-paper art perfect for staring at, is just the thing for the eyes of the youngest babies. A few words in curving red type on each spread describe the scenes -- a car races, a cat stretches, flowers bloom -- and extend the book's age appeal so that it will be fascinating to older babies, too. Striking and stylish, Look Look! is the ideal first board book for babies just beginning to look and learn. Peter Linenthal is an illustrator who has taught art in elementary schools for twenty years. From the Board edition.

More Recommended Books

I Feel... Sick
By: DJ Corchin
INTERNATIONAL AWARD-WINNING CHILDREN'S SERIES! Winner of the Children's Literary Classics Award for Best Picture Book Series, The I Feel... Children’s Series continues to be celebrated by children’s therapists, speech pathologists, psychologists, teachers, parents and more! The series provides meaningful exploration of our dynamic emotional range in various contexts. Not to mention they’re fun, witty, and engaging! Check out the entire series! "Engaging, creative, an absolute perfect resource!" It happens. Sometimes we just don't feel well. I Feel... Sick joins the popular I Feel... children's book series. Feeling sick isn't fun. In fact, it can be really gross. I Feel... Sick is a humorous and simple discussion starter with the series' signature wit, good mix of vocabulary, and solid colors that makes them fun, easy reads for a child.

El día de las flores
By: Marcus Brengesjö
Doris y sus amigos están recogiendo flores para su bella fiesta. ¡Vengan a ver! Doris y los amigos son los libros ilustrados para niños pequeños.

IGEL-Team Band 13, Spuk in Schottland
By: Heike Noll
Wieder einmal bekommen Ingo, Georg, Enzo und Lisa als IGEL-Team den Auftrag, einen Spuk aufzuklären. Diesmal befindet sich das Spukschloss in Schottland, wo viele Spukgeschichten ihren

**Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do**

By: [Kathryn Heling, Deborah Hembrook &](#)

Who wears what to work? The clues in each lively verse can be spotted hanging from the clotheslines. A mail carrier’s uniform, the artist’s brushes, and the chef’s apron all hang from the clothesline. Then turn the page to learn which professionals wear and use the special gear in the jobs they do. Clever illustrations show the workers helping one another, and in the end, everyone joins together for a celebration that is out of this world. A perfect choice for reading aloud and encouraging kids to join in the guessing and reveal.

**Happy!**

By: [Pharrell Williams](#)

Grammy Award winner Pharrell Williams's super-hit song "Happy" is now a picture book Nominated for an Academy Award, "Happy" was the best-selling song of 2014 in the United Kingdom, and has topped the charts in more than seventy-five countries worldwide. Now Pharrell Williams brings his beloved song to the youngest of readers in photographs of children across cultures celebrating what it means to be happy. All the exuberance of the song pulses from these vibrant photographs of excited, happy kids. This is a picture book full of memorable, precious childhood moments that will move readers in the same way they were moved by the song. "Happy" has had the world dancing ever since it first hit the airwaves, and now the irresistibly cheerful tune will come to life on the page with Pharrell Williams's very first picture book! A keepsake and true classic in the making.

**Follow the Line Through the House**

By: [Laura Ljungkvist](#)

Open the front door and step inside a house exploding with patterns, colors, and Laura Ljungkvist’s signature line! Young children can follow the line through every room, discovering hidden surprises. From the kitchen with its stocked refrigerator, to the playroom brimming with toys, to the basement with its shiny toolbox, this house is filled with visual treasures. Questions prompt children to count, identify colors, and find matching elements. The deceptively simple geometric art invites hours of observation and helps build important pre-math skills.

**Seven Blind Mice**

By: [Ed Young](#)

"It's a pillar," says one. "It's a fan," says another. One by one, the seven blind mice investigate the strange Something by the pond. And one by one, they come back with a different theory. It's only when the seventh mouse goes out-and explores the whole Something-that the mice see the whole truth. Based on a classic Indian tale, Ed Young's beautifully rendered version is a treasure to enjoy again and again. "Immensely appealing."( The Horn Book , starred review)

**Things to Do**

By: [Elaine Magliaro](#)

With playful prose and vivid art, Things to Do brings to life the small moments and secret joys of a
child's day. There are wonders everywhere. In the sky and on the ground—blooming in a flower bed, dangling from a silken thread, buzzing through the summer air—waiting ...waiting to be found. In this thoughtful and ingenious collection of poems, Elaine Magliaro, an elementary school teacher for more than three decades and a school librarian for three years, and illustrator Catia Chien provide a luminous glimpse of the ordinary wonders all around us. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.

**IGEL-Team Sammelband 2**

By : **Heike Noll**


**Shout! Shout It Out!**

By : **Denise Fleming**

Kids are often told to sit still and be quiet. But Denise Fleming encourages them to shout, shout it out! By taking basic learning concepts like numbers, letters, and colors and putting them on display, she asks kids to shout out what they know—and her readers will be happy to oblige. With bold colors and her unique handmade paper art, Denise Fleming makes learning into a game. Long-time fans and sharp-eyed newcomers will be happy to see that Mouse returns on every page, shouting along with the crowd!
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